LARCH 322 | Spring 2021

Intro to Design with Living Materials

(Larch 322 - Intro to Planting Design)

Course Schedule:
- Asynchronous lectures and exercises posted weekly.
- Synchronous zoom discussion: Thursday @ 1p - 2:30p

Course Summary:
As urban and rural areas continue to accommodate an ever-growing population, we must also reckon with harmful development patterns from the past. How do we balance equitable and healthy ecological and human health? We will tackle this question through an unsung heroic method; designing with living materials (aka. plants).

This quarter, we will continuously jump between global and site-specific scales through weekly exercises, diagramming, sketching, and observations. As an introductory course, prior knowledge of plants, space, drawing, design, or ecology is not required. However, a willingness to explore, discuss, exercise your imagination, think afresh, and work hard is essential.

Course Instructor: Kristi M. Park, RLA
uw landscape architecture lecturer

Questions? Nick Dreher, undergrad program adviser
ndreher@uw.edu | 206.685.2635